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Scams
going
high-tech
Avoid criminals’ newest phone-, computer-based tactics
Reports of possible scams targeting IREA customers
have become less frequent, but the criminals behind them
are using increasingly sophisticated methods.
IREA wants you to be aware of these different types of
scams and know how to avoid them. Even if you suspect
a possible scam that isn’t similar to those detailed below,
we urge you to call us directly at (800) 332-9540.

Pre-paid card phone scam

This scam targets small commercial businesses and
some residential customers. The scheme works like this:
Customers receive a call, sometimes from an out-of-state
area code, telling them their electric service is scheduled
for immediate disconnection and they need to make a
payment by purchasing a “Green Dot” Visa or other pre-

paid card at a local convenience store. After the customer
purchases the card, they are told to call back and provide
the card number. Once that information is obtained, the
monetary value is withdrawn by those behind the scam.
In a variation of this scam, customers are sent automated messages telling them to call IREA at a number that
does not belong to IREA. When the customer calls the
number, they are instructed by a person acting as if they
are an IREA employee to procure a pre-paid card for immediate payment. Use caution. When calling these numbers, there sometimes are elaborate voicemail systems
that even sound like IREA’s automated answering system.
When in doubt, call IREA directly at (800) 332-9540.
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Scammers turn to texts, emails
Continued from previous page

Legitimate IREA calls will not come from phone numbers
with out-of-state area codes. IREA employees do not call
customers to demand immediate payment; our disconnect
notification calls are automated and instruct customers to
contact IREA directly to make payment. IREA also does not
ever request payment by pre-paid card; a request for payment using this method is a scam.

Other phone scams

of previous eBills, and beware of links that redirect you to
other websites. Remember: You can safely view your bills online by logging directly into My Account via www.IREA.coop.

Employment scam

Criminals running this scam typically share utility employment opportunities on job-search and other websites.
These spoof listings are sometimes copied verbatim from actual job listings, but often direct applicants
to divulge personal info to parties not affilIMPORTANT NOTICE
iated with the utility. Anyone interested in
IREA wants customers to be aware
employment opportunities at IREA should
that, as part of continued efforts to
visit the Careers section of our website,
improve infrastructure, the association
www.IREA.coop/careers, where job listhas contractors conducting site
ings and the formal application process
surveys to evaluate potential locations
for upgrades to our communications
can be found.

Scammers have been known to call customers and tell them a refund is owed due
to overpayment. They then request info
for a bank account or credit card to which
they can refund the overpaid amount. It is
system. These surveys began at
not IREA policy to issue refunds to bank
the
end of June and are expected to
Door-to-door scam
accounts or credit cards. We instead either
continue until Sept. 1. IREA contractors
This scam involves someone showing up
credit your account or print and mail you a
have identifying documentation. If you
at
a residence pretending to be an IREA
check.Scammers also have turned to short
ever doubt a person claiming to be an
employee
on a service call. IREA employmessage service (SMS) – more commonly
IREA contractor, though, don’t hesitate
to call (800) 332-9540.
ees visiting a residence on a service call
known as texting – to target utility customwill always carry ID badges, wear uniforms
ers. Consumers tend to be more trusting of
identifying them clearly as IREA employtext messages than phone calls, and criminals take advantage of this by sending requests for personal ees and be driving our signature yellow work trucks with the
and financial information. IREA sends text messages only to IREA logo. Contractors working on IREA’s behalf will also
customers who have opted in for specific SMS services such carry identification, as well as credentials from IREA identifying them as a contractor working for IREA. If you doubt
as outage alerts.
the identification of the person at your door, do not allow
them into your home or on your property. Contact IREA imFederal assistance scam
This scam features a phony nationwide program that mediately at (800) 332-9540 to verify whether the person is
promises to credit or pay utility bills in exchange for per- an IREA employee or contractor on a legitimate service call.
sonal information, including Social Security numbers. The Always ask to see a valid ID. In most instances, scammers
scam, which has been reported in a number of states, claims will quickly depart if you inform them you are calling to conthat the president is providing credits or applying payments firm their identity.
to utility bills. These scam messages are delivered through
IREA is part of several industry-wide efforts to prevent
text message, social media and email.
scams, including Utilities United Against Scams, which offers resources for both utilities and their customers via www.
Online bill-pay scam
Another scam involves emails containing mock links to on- UtilitiesUnited.org. IREA customers can also look to our soline bills and asks for additional information before collect- cial media channels – @IREAColorado on Twitter and Intering payment. If you receive your bills via email, compare your mountainREA on Facebook – and website, www.IREA.coop,
latest emails, verify the sending email address matches that for info on potential scams.

Bergen Park substation upgraded, in operation
As we previously have reported,
IREA has been working for some time
to improve service in the Floyd Hill
area. Xcel Energy agreed to expand its
Bergen Park substation so IREA could
place a transformer there and take
service directly from the 115-kilovolt

transmission system rather than from
the existing 25-kilovolt distribution
feed that has served the area for years.
We built new distribution feeders to
serve Floyd Hill from that transformer
and upgraded the distribution system in
the area by building a new primary loop
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and rebuilding some overhead lines.
The new facilities were placed into service during the first week in June.
Several years ago we committed to
our Floyd Hill area customers that we
would improve reliability. This project
realizes that commitment.
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Newer appliances cut waste
Looking to cut your energy use and
lower your monthly electric bill? If
you’re already in the market for a new
washer, dryer, dishwasher or refrigerator, we have buying tips that will help
you make the most of your purchase.

Washing machine

High-efficiency, front-loading clothes
washers tend to use the least amount
of energy, though many new high-efficiency, top-loading washers are equally
efficient. Front-loading washers also
edge out top-loading washers in water
use, which lessens drying time and the
associated energy use.

Dryers

An auto-off option will save electricity by sensing whether clothes are dry
before the cycle ends. Automatic shutoff can save 10% to 15% of the energy
used in a traditional timed cycle.

Oven/cooktop/range

When shopping for a new oven, look
for those that have a self-cleaning feature. They typically are better insulated, which makes them more efficient.
Induction cooktops and ranges are
more expensive than their traditional
gas and electric counterparts, but the
newer technology offers faster, more
efficient cooking. It’s worth mentioning that induction ranges require induction-compatible cookware, but also

Worried that a particular appliance or other
powered device is driving up your monthly
bill? IREA has partnered with Douglas
County Libraries to
loan library patrons
a limited number of
Kill A Watt meters.
These meters can be
used to calculate the
energy consumption
of a specific appliance
over an hour, day,
week, month or year.
Kill A Watt meters are
available at the Castle
Pines, Castle Rock and
Parker DCL branches,
or at www.DCL.org.

are safer because burners don’t stay hot
after use.

Dishwasher

Look for a dishwasher that offers
multiple cycle options. Most newer
models feature light, normal and heavy
cycles for different levels of dirtiness.
Also look for a “no-heat” drying feature. Up to 10% of a dishwasher’s energy use is spent on heated drying, and
the option to air-dry at the end of a cycle can save you that added use.

Refrigerator

There are several things to consider
when shopping for a refrigerator. Models with the freezer on top are usually

the most energy-efficient. Capacity is
also worth careful consideration. Both
compartments operate more efficiently
when full, whereas a refrigerator and
freezer that are even partially empty
can lead to wasted electricity.
Regardless of which appliance you
are shopping for, we recommend looking for models that earn Energy Star
certification. Learn more about energy efficiency in appliances and which
models meet those standards at www.
energystar.gov/products/appliances.
Even if don’t yet need any new appliances, you can take steps to reduce the
energy your current devices use:
• Load your washing machine and
dryer to – but not over – full capacity.
• Ensure that the vent for your dryer is clear of lint and other debris. The
shorter it is, with fewer bends and upward angles, the more efficiently it can
expel hot air.
• Check the door seals of your refrigerator and freezer by placing a dollar bill along each section. A loose bill
means that section might not be suctioning as it should and could be losing
refrigerated air.
• Maintain temperatures of 36 to 38
degrees in the refrigerator and 0 to 5
degrees in the freezer.
• If possible, locate your refrigerator
away from “hot” appliances such as the
oven and dishwasher.

One Click offers convenient bill payment
Customers looking for the quickest, easiest way to pay
their IREA bills should consider our One Click option, which
is available to any eBill customer.
eBill customers who have made a previous payment
through an eBill and selected the option to “Save Payment
Details” can already use the One Click option without any
further action.
Customers enrolled in eBilling who have never made payments through the eBill or have not selected the option to
“Save Payment Details” can easily set up the One Click option:
1. Open your eBill PDF;
2. Enter your payment information;

3. Check the box next to “Save Payment Details,” and
you’re all set.
Your next eBill will display a “Pay Total Amount Due” button within the body of the email and will prominently show
that amount. To make payment, simply click this button and
choose “Submit Payment.” You will not even have to open
the eBill PDF. Your bill will be available for your review in
the email and archived for two years on the “My Account”
customer portal, which is accessible via www.IREA.coop.
The One Click payment option is available only to electronic billing customers. If you would like to sign up for our
free, secure and easy-to-use eBilling, visit www.IREA.coop/
ebilling.
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Save time, energy with
a smart thermostat
It’s obvious that the efficiency and general health of your cooling and
heating systems play the biggest role in keeping your home comfortable,
but often overlooked is the “brain” that controls those systems.
Even if that old switch or radial dial thermostat still works just fine, the
benefits of a newer smart thermostat make it a worthy purchase:

Cost

Energy Star, the government-run program that offers resources
for energy efficiency, maintains a list of smart thermostats that
have been independently certified to deliver energy savings.
The full list can be found at www.energystar.gov/productfinder/
product/certified-connected-thermostats/results. As of June
2018, 26 smart thermostats were listed as certified by Energy
Star. Among them are these three popular models:

Most smart thermostats cost $200 or less and are easy to install. Many
manufacturers tout savings of 10% to 20% on monthly energy bills, meaning you typically will recoup the cost of your thermostat within a year.

Connectivity

Ecobee3

Use your mobile device to monitor and even change the temperature
and other settings on your thermostat while you are at work, on vacation
or elsewhere.

Intelligence

Smart thermostats are just that. Many models observe, analyze and
predict your activity as it relates to the temperature of your home. A
smart thermostat can use this data to better adjust to your temperature
needs, adapting to your lifestyle with little or even no manual programming. Many also include weather tracking, which can be used by the
thermostat to adapt to changes in the weather as they occur.

Honeywell Lyric

Convenience

Most newer smart thermostats are compatible with one or more
voice-command platforms such as Apple’s Siri, Amazon’s Alexa and Google Assistant. Raising or lowering your home’s temperature is as easy as
telling your voice assistant that you want it warmer or cooler.

Tracking

Nest T3

The software and apps that accompany most smart thermostats offer
robust, on-demand reports on the energy you use, when you use it and
how you use it. These reports can help you identify poor energy habits, or
even spot issues with your heating and cooling systems and other equipment.

Sign up for text-based outage alerts
IREA customers now have easy access to a useful feature
of our Outage Management System.
You can sign up for text-based outage alerts to receive automatic notifications of service interruptions on your phone.
If you sign up, you also will be able to report outages by simply texting OUTAGE to our dedicated number.
Enrolling in the program is simple: Visit www.IREA.coop/
outage-center and select the option to Sign Up for Outage

Alerts, then submit your phone and account numbers. You
will receive a passcode to confirm enrollment.
Once enrolled, you will receive up-to-date outage alerts for
any future interruption at your service location and estimated times of restoration.
Your enrollment in this service also eases the strain on our
Consumer Services phone lines and other channels as we
work through outages.
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